Recharge
Unlock the insights in your business
and maximise opportunities.
Learn more about recharging

Reimagine your business potential
In order to succeed and thrive in the midst of Industry 4.0,
businesses need to embrace technology and undertake a
transformational shift the way that they operate internally
and serve their customers. Against a backdrop of increasing
demands and pressures, finding the space to understand and
plan that journey can be elusive.
At Advanced, we believe there are three key phases to
reimagining your business. Helping our customers to take a step
back gives them the ability to see things from a new perspective.
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Rethink
Give yourself, and your business, time to
review processes and culture to ultimately
boost productivity and performance.
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Recharge
Recharge your business intellect by creating
a culture based on fact and insight from
powerful analytics.
Having taken a step back to rethink your business
processes, adapting and transforming your
productivity, the next step is to recharge your business
intellect. Learn how seeing your organisation from a
new perspective can help you create a culture based
on insights from powerful analytics, that empower
your workforce to deliver more value.
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Reshape
Reshape your entire business ecosystem
with innovation and technology.

Unlock the insights in your business
and maximise opportunities.
Digital technology is an invaluable tool for those embarking on disruptive
transformational programmes, facilitating this exciting change with powerful
and cost-effective Cloud solutions. When businesses have looked at their
operations afresh, they can recharge the entire organisation with intelligent
insights that will re-energise, inform and streamline.
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The role of data

973,000
Logins

18 Million
Text Messages

3.7 Million
Search Queries

4.3 Million
Videos Viewed

266,000
Hours Watched

375,000
Apps Downloaded

There has been much talk
about the data explosion.
More data has been
created in the last two
years than in the entire

$862,823
Spent Online
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history of the human race.
It continues to grow at an
increasing rate – by 2020
about 1.7 megabytes of
new information will be

174,000
Scrolling Instagram

seconds

2.4 Million
Snaps Created

481,000
Tweets Sent

created every second for
every human being on
the planet.1

25,000
Gifts sent via messenger

1.1 Million
Swipes

38 Million
Messages

187 Million
Emails Sent
67 Voice-First
Devices Shipped

Reference: https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2015/09/30/big-data-20-mind-boggling-facts-everyone-must-read/#24e778c17b1e
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962,073
Views

Data comes in a number of different
shapes, from unstructured raw data stored in

“A lack of up-to-date,
real-time information
means progress
happens far too slow
and data cannot be
acted upon in time.”

repositories through to structured data within
databases that can be queried and sorted.
There will also be incoming external data
collected through various digital avenues such
as social media, website analytics or self-service
payment solutions. Some organisations will
have a data warehouse to store all of this data
and act as a platform for reporting. Business
systems such as Enterprise Resource Planning

“I think the core
systems are there,
it’s really a case of
connecting the data
so that there’s a single
version of the truth –
one common link.”

(ERP), Customer Relationship Management
Ricky Coxon, Executive Director
of Further & Higher Education,
Grimsby Institute

(CRM) and Workflow Management contain huge
amounts of data that can provide invaluable
business insights - but only if this data can be
integrated and transformed into intelligence.

Andrew Hicks, CFO, Advanced

Taking a step back to create a successful,
connected infrastructure is key in gaining
company-wide insight from the data in your
business. Data is one of your greatest assets,
but is useless unless you can extract value
from it. If it is held in silos within departments,
it is difficult to get a high-level understanding
of how the whole business is performing.
Technology infrastructure innovations are
helping to overcome this, with Cloud-based
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The benefits of intelligent insight

A worldwide survey by Gartner in 2018 showed that 91% of organisations have not yet
reached a ‘transformational’ level of maturity in data and analytics, despite this area
being a number one investment priority for CIOs.
Nick Heudecker, Research Vice President at Gartner comments, “Most organisations
should be doing better with data and analytics, given the potential benefits.
Organisations at transformational levels of maturity enjoy increased agility, better
integration with partners and suppliers and easier use of advanced predictive
and prescriptive forms of analytics. This all translates to competitive advantage
and differentiation. Focus on improving how people and processes are
co-ordinated inside the organisation, and then look at how you enhance
your practices with external partners.”2
Business intelligence software is not just the preserve of large
organisations – it can deliver return on investment and benefits
for businesses of all sizes. The Cloud offers ease of use and a
pragmatic cost structure. A business intelligence dashboard
will drive growth and profitability as it highlights key metrics
and helps organisations make better decisions. For the
executive team, knowing they are targeting the right
metrics is as important as hitting the numbers. As well
as offering accurate insight into current performance,
it can also model any potential business changes.
This takes the guesswork out of business
development activities, which can protect
valuable cash reserves and lower risk.

Reference: https://www.cio.com.au/article/633077/companies-slow-lane-when-advancing-data-analytics-gartner/
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Machine Learning is a rapidly growing area of analytics – whether
it is analysing libraries of textual data to inform government
policy, scanning pension data to automatically recommend better
savings plans, or reducing workload in the legal sector. A new era
of business intelligence and applied Machine Learning is opening
up with innovative ways of interacting with data in intuitive and
straightforward dashboards.

“We were getting performance improvements on average of
around 10 to 50 times better, and in some instances 500 times
better – which far exceeded our expectations. This in turn was
an enabler to allow further development of reports providing
more informed analysis.”
Colin White, National Finance Systems Manager, NHS Scotland

“The reports we produce are key to making informed
management decisions. Producing them manually would
be a highly time-consuming and painstaking process. The
system enables us to extract and manipulate information
very easily and provide it in a manager’s required format,
savings many hours each week.”
Andrew West, HR Manager, Royal College of Nursing

Recharge your business with data-driven
change. The insight and intelligence you
can garner will help your organisation and
workforce become more energised, dynamic
and agile. Approaching challenges from a
new perspective and with greater insight will
enable you to maximise every opportunity
and handle any uncertainty.
Now that you have taken a step back to
rethink the way your workforce operates
and how to recharge your organisation with
data-driven insights, the time has come to
view your goals from a new perspective and
reshape your business through innovation.

Where next?
Reshape

t: 03301 229 458

reimagine@oneadvanced.com

oneadvanced.com/reimagine

